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As a means of gaining additional informationon the topoisomerase is covalently bound to theDNA. This complex
topoisomerase-mediated cytotoxicity induced by a va- generally results in the irreversible formation of DNA strand
riety of antibacterial and antitumor compounds we breakage, which induces a sequence of events that lead ultihave examined the interaction of the quinolone anti- mately to cell death. For example, nalidixic acid inhibits the
bacterial agent, norfloxacin, with the bacterialtopoi- bacterial type I1 topoisomerase, DNAgyrase, and induces
somerase, DNA gyrase. Membrane filtration and spin- lethal DNA breakage (5-7). Similarly, anti-tumor agentssuch
column techniques were used to study the binding of as adriamycin, m-AMSA,’ and the epipodophyllotoxins, ap[3H]norfloxacin to purifiedplasmid DNA, DNAgyrase, pear to act primarily by inducing DNA strand breakage meand complexes formed by adding gyrase to different
forms of plasmid DNA. Consistent with previous re- diated by eukaryotic topoisomerase I1 (for reviews see Refs. 8
sults (Shen, L. L., and Pernet,A. G . (1985) Proc. Nutl. and 9). Camptothecin is a potent agent that induces DNA
Acud. Sci. U. S. A . 82, 301-311) little [3H]norfloxacin breakage by eukaryotic topoisomerase I (10).
Although the utility of these compounds is clear, little is
binds to reconstituted gyrase, but significant levels
of
known
about the mechanistic events involved in cleavable
drug bind nonspecifically to relaxed DNA. However,
complex formation or the nature of the drug-receptor interwhen DNA and gyrase are incubated together additional norfloxacin binding sites a re detectable. These actions that allow such a diverse group of compounds to
stabilize cleavable complex formation. Also crucial to the
complex-dependent sites are distinguishable
from
those sites involved in nonspecific DNA binding in that understanding of this mechanism is a furtherinvestigation of
the complex-dependent sites are saturable and they
the role that DNA plays in topoisomerase-mediated cytotoxretain bound norfloxacin after centrifuging the com- icity. A direct drug-DNA interaction in the inhibitory process
plex throughaspin
column. In addition, extent of has been suggested (11) since some compounds, such as the
binding is influenced by the topological state of DNA antibacterial quinolones (11) and the epipodophyllotoxin deused to form thecomplex. The complex-dependent nor- rivatives (12) bind to DNA, and others, such as m-AMSA,
floxacin binding sites are likely involved in the inhi- ellipticines, and anthracyclines, are strong intercalators (13).
bition of the enzyme since saturation of these sites
occurs in the samenorfloxacin concentration rangeas However, little DNA binding is observed with camptothecin
the inhibition of DNA supercoiling activity. Moreover, (10).
To further investigate the mechanism of inhibitor-induced
there is a close correlation of norfloxacin-induced DNA
cleavable
complex formation by topoisomerases we have unbreakage with levels of norfloxacin bound to comdertaken aseries of studies aimed at characterizing the mechplexes of gyrase and relaxedDNA.
These findings provide the first direct correlation
of anism of norfloxacin inhibition of DNA gyrase. Norfloxacin
quinolone binding with inhibition of enzyme activity is a memberof a growing class of compounds related to
and induction of DNA breakage, andthey suggestthat nalidixic acid and oxolinic acid known as the fluoroquinothe inhibition of DNA gyrase by norfloxacin occurs as lones. Theyinhibit DNA gyrase and cause DNAdoublea result of binding to a site which appears after the stranded breakage in much the same way that nalidixic acid
formation of a gyrase-DNAcomplex.
and oxolinic acid do (5, 6). However, what distinguishes the
quinolones, such as norfloxacin, from these drugs is their
potency (14). Many of the quinolones act at very low concentrations and initiate a sequence of events that leads to rapid
DNA topoisomerases play a crucial role in catalyzing the
topological interconversions necessary for DNA replication, bacterial cell death (15, 16). Because of this they not only
transcription, and recombination in prokaryotic and eukary- have considerable therapeuticpotential (17, 18) butthey
otic cells (for reviews see Ref. 1-3). A large body of evidence promise to be useful in obtaining additional information on
inhibition andthe
subsequent bactericidal
now exists that indicates that topoisomerases are the targets DNAgyrase
events.
of a number of therapeutically useful antibacterial and antiBy using [3H]norfloxacin it was previously demonstrated
tumor agents(for review see Ref.4). Although the compounds
that
norfloxacin readily binds to purified DNA, butlittle
that influence topoisomerase function vary greatly in structure, it appears thattheir common mode of action is to detectable norfloxacin binding occurs to purified DNA gyrase
stabilize the formation of “cleavable complexes” in which the (11).These findings were somewhat surprising in view of the
clear participation of DNA gyrase in mediating quinolone
* The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by action, indicated by studies of quinolone inhibition of DNA
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supercoiling (5,6,19) and the
mapping of quinolone resistance
mutations to gyrA (20, 21). With the availability of bacterial
strains that overproduce gyrase subunits A and B (22) we
have extended our preliminary studies to include the binding
of norfloxacin to complexes of gyrase and DNA. We report
here the results of studies whichhaverevealed a class of
norfloxacin binding sites that appear upon the formation of
gyrase-DNA complexes and can be distinguished from nonspecific DNA binding sites. Norfloxacin binding to these sites
correlates well with inhibition and DNA cleavage activities,
strongly suggesting that these are the actual sites involved in
quinolone inhibition of DNA gyrase.
EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

Materials-ATP and AMP-P(NH)p were from Sigma. EcoRI restriction endonuclease was purchased from Bethesda Research Laboratories.
~HjN~rfloxacin-[~H]Norfloxacin
was prepared by Du Pont-New
England Nuclear as described previously (11).The labeled drug was
further purified before use by reversed-phase high pressure liquid
chromatography. Typically 100-150 nmol of norfloxacin, stored in
ethano1:HZO (l:l), were brought to dryness and redissolved in 50 pl
of Hz0 containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. The sample was loaded
onto a Waters pBondapak C18 column equilibrated with the same
mobile phase and eluted with a 0-80% gradient of acetonitrile over a
period of 40 min. Elution of the drug was followed at 330 nm. Under
these conditions the [3H]norfloxacinhad a retention time of approximately 19 min, identical to that observed with unlabeled drug. The
specific activity of the labeled drug (360,000 cpm/nmol) was determined using a molar extinction coefficient of 36,000 at 270 nm.
DNA Gyrme-Gyrase subunits A and B were purified separately
from the Escherichia coli overproducing strains N4186 and MK47
(22), respectively. Subunit A was purified essentially as described by
Mizuuchi et al. (22). The final preparation was judged to be greater
than 90% pure by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. A modified procedure was used for subunit B purification.
A partially purified fraction containing subunit Bwas obtained from
a crude cell extract by heparin-agarose chromatography as described
by Mizuuchi et al. (22). SubunitB was further purified on a novobiocin-Sepharose column as described by Staudenbauer and Orr (23).
The subunit B purified in this manner was approximately 70% pure,
with the major contaminant being subunit A. Purified subunits Aand
B were stored in 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.5, containing 50% glycerol,
1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM dithiothreitol at -70 "C. DNA gyrase holoenzyme was reconstituted from subunit A and B preparations and
then stored at -25 "C for up to 2 weeks before use. Gyrase activity
was measured using a standard supercoiling assay (11, 24). A unit is
defined as the minimum amount of reconstituted gyrase that will
maximally supercoil 0.2pgof relaxed plasmid in 1 h at 30 "C. Our
reconstituted gyrase preparations had a specific activity of 3-4 X lo6
units/mg. The highest specific activity reported in the literature is
IO6 units/mg (22), and this higher value was used to estimate the
nanomoles of active gyrase present. This was done to compensate for
any inactive subunits or incomplete reconstitution.
DNA-ColE1 plasmid was isolated using the cleared lysate procedure (25) or the alkaline lysis method of Birnboim (26) followed by
cesium chloride density gradient purification. DNA was linearized
using EcoRI according to thesupplier's instructions. The preparation
of relaxed DNA was done as described previously (11).The amount
of ColEl added was determined spectrophotometrically assuming an
absorbance of 1 at 260 nm for a 50 pg/ml solution of duplex DNA
and a molecular weight of 4.2 X lo6.
Membrane Filtration Experiments-Immediately before each experiment, the DNA gyrasestorage buffer which contains 50% glycerol
was exchanged with the binding buffer (50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4,20 mM
KCl, 5 mM MgClz, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol) by a series of
concentration and dilution procedures in an Amicon Centricon-30
device at 4 "C. The buffer exchange procedure took less than 3 h. The
basic principle of the membrane filtration technique for measuring
[3H]norfloxacin binding to the enzyme orDNAwas described by
Paulus (27) and Markus et al. (28). The detailed procedures of the
binding experiments were as previously described (11).In a typical
binding experiment, 4 pmol of DNA gyrase was preincubated with
the same amount ofDNA and proper amounts of ATP or AMPequal volume of [3H]norfloxacin
P(NH)pfor 1 h at 30 "C,and then an

solution in binding buffer was added and incubated for another 60
min before the mixture was centrifuged in an Amicon Centrifree
Micropartition device for 30 min to separate the bound ligands. The
amount of drug bound to the receptors was calculated from the
difference in radioactivity counts between the filtrates with and
without the receptors.
Spin-column Binding Assay-Reaction mixtures were made up
containing the following a t 30 "C: 50 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.5; 1 mM
dithiothreitol; 6mM MgC1~,20mM KC1, k0.16 pmol/pl linear ColE1,
k0.23 pmol/pl reconstituted active DNA gyrase (calculated from the
supercoiling activity and the theoretical specific activity mentioned
above), and varying amounts of [3H]norfloxacin. DNA gyrase and
ColEl were incubated for 60 min in the reaction mixture prior to
adding [3H]norfloxacin. Spin-columns (29) were used to separate
bound from free drug. Sephadex G-50-80 was dehydrated by centrifuging a 1-ml aliquot supported in a plastic syringe. Just prior to
adding sample 50 p1 of buffer were added to rehydrate the top of the
resin bed. This ensured consistently low controls and higher recovery
of protein and DNA under the conditions used. At the times indicated
in the figures 50-pl aliquots were withdrawn, applied to the spincolumn, and centrifuged. The effluent was diluted with water to 2.5
ml, and the absorbance at 260 nm was determined to estimate the
recovery of DNA (routinely >85%). The sample was then counted to
determine the amount of [3H]norfloxacin which came through the
column. Controls showed that less than 0.15% of the added counts
were eluted from the column in the absence of DNA and gyrase.
CleavageAssays-The
drug-dependent DNAcleavage byDNA
gyrase was assayed as described elsewhere (5,6) using relaxed ColEl
DNA with or without 1 mM ATP or AMP-P(NH)p. The formation
of linear DNA bands was analyzed using 1%agarose gels.
RESULTS

Appearance of Norfloxacin Binding Sites When Gyrase and
DNA Form a Complex-Previous studies have shown that
gyrase binds to ColEl DNA to form a tight complex with a
dissociation constant of approximately 10"' M (30). More
recent electro-optic data show the spontaneous formation of
stable complexes consisting of gyrase and fragments of DNA
as small as 127 base pairs (48). Using two different techniques
we have extended earlier studies of norfloxacin binding to
DNA (11) to examine norfloxacin binding to gyrase-DNA
complexes, using ColEl DNA under conditions that facilitate
maximal complex formation (30).
The results of experiments using membrane filtration to
follow the binding of [3H]norfloxacin to different gyraseplasmid complexes are shown in Fig. 1. Significant binding t o
both linear and relaxed circular ColEl DNA was observed in
the absence of DNA gyrase, with approximately 1.4 mol of
norfloxacin bound per mol of plasmid DNA in the presence
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FIG.1. Effect of DNA gyrase on the extent of total [*HI
norfloxacin binding in the presence of linear and relaxed
circular ColE1 DNA. The levels of bound norfloxacin were determined by membrane filtration in the presence of 2.9 pmol of linear
(O),relaxed (A),or no ColEl DNA (0).The indicated amounts of
gyrase were incubated with DNA prior to the addition of drug as
described under "Experimental Procedures," followed by a 1-h incubation with 1.5 p~ [3H]norfloxacin.Experiments were performed in
the presence of 1 mM ATP when linearized DNA was used and 1 mM
AMP-P(NH)p when relaxed circular DNA was used to minimize the
extent of supercoiling.
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FIG.2. Determination of the kineticsof appearance and the

concentration dependence of [SH]norfloxacinbinding to complexes of gyrase and linear DNA using spin columns. When
present, 8 pmol of ColEl DNA and 11 pmol of gyrase were added to
binding mixturesin both experiments. The time course for the
appearance of complex-dependent binding (PanelA ) was done in the
presence of 5 p~ [3H]norfloxacin with DNA gyrase only (O),linear
ColEl DNA only (0),and gyrase-DNA complexes in the presence
(A)and absence (A) of 1 mM ATP. The times indicated reflect the
length of incubation with drug prior to centrifugation of the mixture
through a spin column. The concentration dependence of complexdependent binding (Panel E) was determined in the presence of 1
mM ATP. The gyrase-DNA mixtures were incubated in the presence
of the indicated amounts of labeled drug for 120 min prior to applying
the sample to a spin column.
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FIG.3. Determination of the concentration dependence of
total [sH]norfloxacin binding to different gyrase-DNA complexes usingmembrane filtration. Panel A shows the concentration dependence of norfloxacin binding to linear DNA (3.8 pmol) in
the absence of gyrase (0)and the additional binding observed with
gyrase-linear DNA complex formed by adding 3.8 pmol of DNA gyrase
to an equimolar amount of ColEl DNA (0).1 mM ATP was present
in all samples. Samples were incubated in the presence of drug for 1
h prior to filtration. Panel E shows the concentration dependence of
total norfloxacin binding in the absence of added ATP or AMPP(NH)p. Binding was determined with complexes of gyrase and linear
ColEl DNA (A),gyrase and relaxed DNA (01,and relaxed DNA only
(0).Samples were incubated as described above. When added, 3.8
pmol of DNA gyrase and DNA were present.

evident above control levels. This suggests thatthe [3H]
norfloxacin which binds to the DNA in the absence of DNA
of 1.5 p~ added norfloxacin, which is in accord with results gyrase (Fig. 1) is in rapid equilibrium with the medium and is
reported previously (11).Little norfloxacin binding could be lost as the DNA is spun through the column. When gyrasedetected to gyrase alone; however, the addition of enzyme to DNA complexes are incubated with drug, increasing levels of
DNA considerably stimulated the amount of bound drug. [3H]norfloxacin appear in the column effluent over time,
When linear DNA was used this additional binding appeared confirming the appearance of a class of sites that have a
to reach a maximum when 1 eq of gyrase was added. Addi- higher affinity for norfloxacin (Fig. 2.4). Although binding to
tional gyrase had no detectable effect. In contrast, when this population of sites occurs significantly faster in the
relaxed DNA’ was used, considerably more gyrase had to be presence of ATP, this rate is still significantly slower than
added to achieve comparable levels of complex-dependent the norfloxacin binding to supercoiled DNA? As expected
norfloxacin binding. The results suggest that the level of only low levels of [3H]norfloxacinbinding to gyrase could be
complex-dependent binding reaches a maximum at a ratio of detected in the absence of DNA. These levels of bound drug
gyrase to DNA of approximately 1, which is consistent with are slightly higher than noted above (Fig. 1); however, such
the ratio of gyrase molecules bound to ColEl or pBR322 seen levels of binding are difficult to detect using membrane filtrapreviously (30, 31). However, an accurate determination of tion because of the somewhat lower sensitivity of this method.
Differences in the maximal detectable levels of complexthis stoichiometry was complicated by the specific activity of
our gyrase preparation being lower than the maximum value dependent binding were observed using these two methods.
reported in the literature (see “Experimental Procedures”). It When compared on a molar basis a maximum of about 0.8
is possible that inactive gyrase, that is still able to associate mol of norfloxacin/mol of ColEl is still bound after passage
with DNA, is interfering with the binding of active enzyme, through the spin column. Under somewhat similar conditions
thereby limiting the maximal detectable level of complex- this ratio approaches 2 using membrane filtration. This difference may be accounted for in part by losses due to dissodependent binding.
A spin-column technique, originally developed by Neal and ciation using the spin column; however, it is possible that
Florini (32) and discussed elsewhere (29), provided a rapid there are two (or more) classes of complex-dependent sites
means of separating gyrase and DNA from loosely bound and which may differ in their affinity for norfloxacin (see “Disfree norfloxacin, thus allowing us to distinguish between loose cussion’’).
A study of the concentration dependence of complex-deandtight norfloxacin binding. Results obtained with this
technique are shown in Fig. 2. When linear plasmid DNA was pendent binding showed that thehalf-maximal level of bindspun through the column after incubation with 5 p~ [3H] ing occurs at 2-3 p M norfloxacin (Fig. 2, panel B ) , which is in
norfloxacin in the absence of DNA gyrase, no bound drug was the same range that supercoiling inhibition occurs (Refs. 11
and 19; see Fig. 4 also). A similar concentration dependence
* I n all cases “relaxed DNA” refers to relaxed covalently closed
circular DNA.

L. L. Shen, J. Baranowski, and A. G . Pernet, unpublished results.
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FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of norfloxacin-induced
cleavage of relaxed DNA by gyrase. The extent of norfloxacin-

induced cleavage of relaxed DNA by gyrase in the presence of 1 mM
ATP (panel B ) , 1 mM AMP-P(NH)p (panel A, lanes a-h), and in the
absence of added nucleotide (panel A, lanes i-p) is evident from the
linear band formation detectable after agarose gel electrophoresis of
the reaction mixtures as described under “ExperimentalProcedures.”
Under the electrophoresis conditions used the linear ColEl marker
(panel A, lane q ) has a mobility between that of relaxed and supercoiled ColEl (lane r, mixture of relaxed (upper band)and supercoiled
(lower band) ColEl DNA in the absence of gyrase). All samples
contained 0.2 pg of DNA. When present, 1 unit of DNA gyrase was
added (panel A, lanes b-h and j-p; panel B, lanes b-h). The following
norfloxacin concentrations were used in each series (panel A, lanes
b-h and j-p;panel B, lanes b-h): 0, 0.25,0.5, 1, 2,4, and 8 pg/ml. The
concentration of drug added increased from left to right in each series.
Relaxed plasmid DNA band is not completely converted to supercoiled because of the presence of nicked DNA which has an electrophoretic mobility similar to thatof relaxed DNA.

was seen using the membrane filtration technique
(Fig. 3,
panel A ) . Complex-dependent binding using linear DNA is
readily apparent in spite of the high levels of nonspecific
norfloxacin binding that occurs to DNA throughout the concentration range tested. The apparent half-maximal level of
complex-dependent binding occurs in the range of 1-2 ~ L M
norfloxacin. However, the scatter in the datadue to the high
levels of nonspecific binding, particularly as the norfloxacin
,
it difficult to accuconcentration approaches 3 p ~ makes
rately assess the maximal level of complex-dependent binding.
It was not possible to determine if complex formation altered
the extentof nonspecific norfloxacin binding to DNA.
Panel B of Fig. 3 shows that, although considerable complex-dependent bindingoccurs when linear plasmidis used in
the absence of ATP,little complex-dependent binding is
detectable when relaxed plasmid is used. The level of norfloxacin bound in this case may be attributed entirely to nonspecific norfloxacin binding to DNA. This is in contrast to the
binding seen with complexes formed with relaxed circular
DNA in the presence of the ATP analogue, AMP-P(NH)p
(Fig. 1).
Preliminary
studies
utilizing spin-column
technique
showed that complex-dependent binding also occurs when
supercoiled plasmid is used (results not shown). However,
satisfactory correlations of binding with the topological state
of the DNA were not possible because of the relaxation of
supercoiled DNA that occurs when gyrase is added in the
absence of ATP.
Correlation of Complex-dependent Norfloxacin Binding with
Norfloxacin-induced DNA Cleavage by DNA Gyrase-To further strengthen thenotion that the complex-dependent norfloxacin binding is responsible for the observed biological
activity of this drug, we examined the ability of norfloxacin
to induce DNA breakage underdifferent conditions. It is
generally believed that nalidixic acid, oxolinic acid, and quinolones inhibit DNA gyrase through the stabilization of a
cleavable complex in which the enzyme bridges a double-

stranded break inthe DNA ( 5 , 6 ) . This complex can be readily
detected by adding sodium dodecyl sulfate to the reaction
mixtures which disrupts the complex and breaks the DNA,
generating an easily detectablelinear band when circular
plasmid DNA is used.
The ability of norfloxacin to induce linear band formation
using relaxed DNA correlates well with complex-dependent
norfloxacin binding. Norfloxacin does not induce any detectable linear band formation in the absence of ATP (Fig. 4,
panel A, lanes J-p), conditions under which little complexdependent norfloxacin binding occurs (Fig. 3, panel B ) . However, the presence of AMP-P(NH)p, which does not allow any
detectable supercoiling under the conditions used, does promote complex-dependent norfloxacin binding (Fig. 1) as well
as DNA breakage asthe
norfloxacin concentration approaches 1-2 p~ (Fig. 4,panel A , lanes b-f).
Panel B of Fig. 4 shows a direct correlation of norfloxacin
effects on supercoiling (in the presence of ATP) with linear
band formation. Linear band formation is evident at norfloxacin concentrations as low as 0.5 pg/ml. As the norfloxacin
concentration is raised through the levels where complexdependent bindingoccurs (Fig. 2 and 3), supercoiling becomes
progressively more inhibited and the intensity of the linear
band increases. Linear band formationis more efficient under
these conditions when ATP is added, suggesting that drug
binding may occur to a greaterdegree as relaxed DNA is being
actively supercoiled. Norfloxacin did not induce any detectable DNA cleavage in the absence of DNA gyrase (not shown).
DISCUSSION

Characterizing the mode of inhibition of DNA gyrase by
norfloxacin promises to yield important information on the
mechanism of supercoiling and is an essential step indefining
the physiological events involved in the gyrase-mediated cytotoxicity induced by the antibacterial quinolones. Several
important aspects of quinolone action such as the natureof
the drugbindingsite,
the participation of DNA in drug
binding, and the mechanistic steps leading to cleavable complex formation remainto be defined. The datapresented here
are thefirst direct evidence for quinolone binding to a biologically active complex and they indicated that norfloxacin
action requires norfloxacin binding to sites that appearupon
the formation of a gyrase-DNA complex. These complexdependent sites are saturable in the
drug concentration range
in which invitro activity occurs suggesting that they are
involved in enzyme inhibition. Moreover, the level of binding
correlates well with the level of norfloxacin-induced breakage
of relaxed DNA seen in the presence of ATP or AMPP(NH)p. The rateof complex-dependent binding was also in
accord with the timecourse of cell death thatoccurs after the
addition of quinolones to viable bacteria (16).
The role that norfloxacin binding to DNA plays in the
mechanism of inhibition is of considerable interest. We confirm here the binding of norfloxacin to DNA reported previously (11): In the presence of gyrase additional norfloxacin
binding is seen; however, our data do not allow us todetermine
whether complex-dependent norfloxacin binding sites are located on gyrase, DNA, or both. It is possible, as suggested
previously (ll),that gyrase-DNA complex formation may
It should be noted that Palu’ et al. (49)failed to detect norfloxacin
binding to DNA using fluorescence spectroscopy. The high degree of
cooperativity seen with drug binding to supercoiled DNA, the low
level of drug used in their experiments (which was 10-20-fold less
than the lowest concentration used here), as well asthe strong
quenching of the drug’s intrinsic fluorescence by DNA upon binding
may account for this discrepancy (50).
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induce the formation of norfloxacin binding sites on the DNA
that are inhibitory when occupied. However, these inhibitory
sites can be distinguished from those involved in nonspecific
norfloxacin binding to DNA since drug bound to complexdependent sites is not removed by spinning through a centrifuge column. In contrast thenorfloxacin bound to nonspecific
sites on the DNA is readily lost, suggesting a more rapid
equilibration with the medium. Although this difference in
the rates of release suggests differences in the nature of the
two classes of binding sites, the sequence specificity of druginduced DNA cleavage sites (33-35), the shift in these sites
in thepresence of ATP (36,37),and, in the case of eukaryotic
topoisomerase 11, the shift induced when different drugs are
used (38-41) all point to a prominent role played by DNA in
defining complex-dependent binding sites. In this regard it
should be pointed out that inhibition of DNA polymerase I11
by 6-(pheny1hydrazino)- and 6-(benzy1amino)-pyrimidinesis
believed to occur by a similar mechanism in which polymerase
I11 is immobilized in a ternarycomplex consisting of enzyme,
DNA, and inhibitor that is hydrogen-bonded to theDNA (42,
43).
Several aspects of the complex-dependent norfloxacin binding described here suggest that theappearance of this class of
binding sitesand the induction of DNAcleavage require
conformational interactions between DNA and gyrase which
are sensitive to the topology of the DNA used and to the
effects of ATP. Complex-dependent norfloxacin binding is
readily detectable in theabsence of ATP when linear DNA is
used, although ATP does enhance binding (Figs. 2A and 3).
This is consistent with the findings by Cozzarelli and his coworkers (36,37) that gyrase cleaves linear DNA regardless of
the presence or absence of ATP; however, ATP does significantly influence the gyrase-DNA complex as judged by a shift
in theDNA cleavagesite. In contrast, no detectable complexdependent norfloxacin binding occurs in the absence of nucleotide when complexes of gyrase and relaxed DNA are used.
Drug binding under these conditions is detectable only in the
presence of nucleotide, as indicated by the AMP-P(NH)p
stimulation of complex-dependent binding (Fig. 1) and the
nucleotide requirement for norfloxacin-induced cleavage of
relaxed DNA (Fig. 4). These differences may reflect additional
topological restraints imposed when circular DNA wraps
around the gyrase to form a complex (44). Although DNA
protection experiments suggest that it takes approximately
140 base pairs of duplex DNA to form such a complex (4547), it should be noted that Micrococcus luteus gyrase combines with pBR322 (4.4 kilobase pairs) at a 1:l ratio (31),
even in the presence of excess gyrase. A stoichiometry of two
gyrase bound per plasmid molecule is observed only in the
presence of a larger 11-kilobasepair plasmid (31). These data
suggest that a substantial length of DNA is required to form
the complexes necessary for the successful strand passage
that occurs during plasmid supercoiling. It is thus possible
that the energetics of formation of these complexes, which
norfloxacin likely binds to, are different when linear and the
more topologically restrained closed circular DNA are used.
More work is needed to determine how these plasmid-gyrase
complexes are related to thein vivo functioning of gyrase and
how they may be correlated with the well known ability of
gyrase to bind to, and catalyze the drug-induced fragmentation of, much smaller DNA fragments.
In related studies, Rau et al. (48) have recently reported the
effects of norfloxacin on the transient electric dichroism of
gyrase-DNA complexes, which provides a means of comparing
the gross conformational differences that may exist between
solution conformers. Norfloxacin had little detectable effect
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on the conformation of complexes consisting of gyrase and
small linear fragments of duplex DNA; however, norfloxacin
significantly altered an AMP-P(NH)p-induced conformational change in this complex. Although it is difficult to
establish what steps in the catalytic cycle of supercoiling these
norfloxacin- and AMP-P(NH)p-inducedforms correspond to,
these data support the idea that the conformational changes
in the complex, that wouldbe anticipated to occur during
DNA supercoiling, are also involved in norfloxacin inhibition
of DNA gyrase. Our finding that more complex-dependent
norfloxacin binding is detectable when using membrane filtration than when using spin columns may also be related to
the nature of the conformational interactions involved in
inhibitory drug binding. Once formed, the inhibitory binding
site may undergo a change in conformational state thatresults
in a site with a higher affinity for norfloxacin. Equilibration
of the binding sites between these two conformations could
result in both tightly bound norfloxacin and a more weakly
bound population of drug molecules that are easily removed
by the spin column.
In summary, our results strongly suggest that norfloxacin
inhibition of DNA gyrase occurs by the binding of norfloxacin
to sites which only appear after gyrase-DNA complex formation. This finding and theeffects that DNA topologyhave on
the appearance of these drugbinding sites are consistentwith
previous data suggesting a significant role played by DNA in
the inhibition process. In view of the similarities in the mode
of action between the antibacterial quinolones and a variety
of eukaryotic topoisomerase inhibitors, it is tempting to speculate that the anti-tumoreffects of the lattercompounds may
be initiated by drug binding to similar complex-dependent
sites on other topoisomerase-DNA complexes. Additional
studies are necessary to furthercharacterize such complexes,
identify the common structural features thatmight allow the
binding of such a variety of compounds, and further define
their role in topoisomerase inhibition and the ensuing cytotoxic events.
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